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Abstract: 

In determining water eutrophication, nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus are essential 

indexes. They are, though, constrained by their comparatively low sensitivity and the need for 

chemical detection reagents. Specific nutrient sensing properties and capabilities have been 

demonstrated by electronic sensors, i.e. potentiometric sensors, voltammetric sensors, and 

field-effect transistor (FET) sensors, which focus on electrical signals (e.g. potential, current, 

and resistance). These electronic sensors allow fast and low-level identification of nitrogen 

salts and phosphates in water, compared with traditional methods. Different sensor 

architectures and sensing components have been researched and published over the previous 

years. The efficiency of electronic sensors has been further enhanced with the creation of 

nanomaterials, providing considerable opportunities to detect nutrients and other water 

pollutants. This review article would present recent developments in the identification of 

nitrogen salts and phosphates by electronic sensors and address existing shortcomings and 

research perspectives for these kind of sensors. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nutrients such as nitrate, nitrite, ammonium, and phosphate play a vital role for living Nutrients 

which include nitrate, nitrite, ammonium, and phosphate play a crucial function for dwelling 

organisms in aquatic ecosystems and water environments. But, even a modest increase in 

nutrients can, under the right conditions, set off an entire chain of undesirable events in a water 

surroundings, together with increased plant increase, algae blooms, low dissolved oxygen, and 

the demise of fish and different aquatic animals, referred to as eutrophication. Consequently, 

the level of nutrients in water should be intently monitored to shield rivers, streams, and 

reservoirs. Spectroscopy and chromatography are widespread and traditional techniques for 

detecting nutrients; but, they are confined by using extraordinarily low sensitivity and the need 

chemical reagents for detection, and as a result they may be no longer suitable for real-time 

and online nutrient detection. With the increasing call for for subject-deployable, fast, sensitive, 

and less expensive sensors, digital nutrient sensors had been widely studied over the last 

decades [1]. 

Potentiometric sensors, voltammetric sensors, and area-impact transistor (FET) sensors are 

three consultant digital sensors for detecting nutrients. Distinct from traditional sensors, the 

electronic sensors offer precise superiority. As an example, electronic sensors convert chemical 

indicators without delay into electric alerts without sample pretreatment and postprocessing, 
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supplying easy sensor operation and signal acquisition. Moreover, through the usage of 

nanomaterials, e.g., one dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2d) nanomaterials, as the 

sensing detail or sensor electrode, the sensing performance of electronic sensors has been 

extensively advanced within the last decade. Consequently, because of their unique systems 

and fantastic performance, electronic sensors display first rate promise for nutrient detection, 

presenting high sensitivity, excessive selectivity, and rapid response. Previous opinions on 

nutrient detection generally recognition on diverse detection methods, including spectroscopy, 

chromatography, and digital sensors; but, no evaluate article has emphasized the importance of 

speedy detection or the low-degree detection of nutrients in water systems. Even though some 

evaluations awareness on digital sensors for detecting vitamins, they separately consciousness 

on nitrate, nitrite, or phosphate. Moreover, as an rising sensing platform, FET sensors were 

stated for nutrient detection with excessive capability in low attention stages and actual-time 

detection, which has not been reviewed [2]. This assessment article will discuss the latest 

progress of digital sensors, which include potentiometric sensors, voltammetric sensors, and 

FET sensors, for the rapid and low concentration detection of nutrients which include nitrogen 

salts and phosphate. This overview will even evaluate views at the future development of 

electronic sensors for detecting nutrients and other water contaminants, as well as the 

challenges going through electronic sensors in water quality tracking [2]. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Potentiometric sensors 

Potentiometric sensors, which use ion selective electrodes (ISEs) because the sensing element, 

is one of the earliest and most regularly used sensors for detecting ions in solution. ISEs had 

been intensely studied in the 1960s after numerous many years of development from the round 

glass membrane via Helmoholtz, which become based totally on Faraday's thought. The early 

ISEs have been used for checking out H+ ion, followed by way of prolonged applications in 

other ions which include Na+, Li+, Ca2+, Cl-, Br-, I-, Mg2+, and k+. Rapid improvements in 

membrane, e.g., from inorganic to organic, natural to artificial, macro to nano, strong to liquid, 

has advanced the overall performance of ises [2]. In recent times, polymers are one of the 

maximum commonly used membrane materials in ISE. As an instance, polyvinyl chloride (%) 

is extensively implemented as sensing membrane matrix, while accomplishing polymers such 

as polypyrrole, polythiophene and polyaniline are used as ion-to-electron transducers in stable-

touch ISEs for sensing packages. Based totally on the ion change mechanism, ionophores were 

developed to facilitate the switch of ions and to enhance the selectivity of ISE [4]. The first 

take a look at to locate nutrients the usage of a potentiometric sensor became stated by means 

of Stefanac and Simon, who used a neutral carrier membrane electrode to detect ammonium. 

Given that then, potentiometric sensors were broadly studied and applied to detect nitrate, 

nitrite, and phosphates, and they have proven a excessive functionality for realistic programs. 

Voltammetric sensors 

Voltammetric sensors rely on an electrochemical technique for detection, in which a capability 

is applied to power the chemical reaction (oxidation/reduction) on the electrode/answer 

interface, which ends up in a changed contemporary for the duration of detection [6]. 

Voltammetric sensors are extensively used for detecting gases, chemical substances, and 

biomolecules due to their simplicity, portability, low-price, and excessive sensitivity. As 

compared with potentiometric sensors, voltammetric sensors have higher sensitivity and might 

concurrently stumble on a couple of ions. Many studies have said the detection of metal ions 
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together with Cd2+, Hg2+, Zn2+, Pb2+, and Cu2+ with electrochemical sensors, which 

additionally show wonderful performance in detecting nutrient ions along with nitrate, nitrite, 

and phosphate, amongst others [3]. 

In electrochemical sensors, the catalytic hobby of the electrode fabric determines the 

sensitivity, specificity, and balance of the sensor. The sensitivity and accuracy of the electrode 

can lower because of the poison impact from other species, leading to unsatisfactory 

performance. Consequently, recent advances goal to broaden novel electrode substances, 

including nanomaterials, biomaterials, and accomplishing polymers. Considering the fact that 

new electrode materials have unique structures and properly catalytic homes, the sensing 

performance of electrochemical sensors has been hastily promoted. Furthermore, the electrode 

size, geometry, and surface shape additionally want attention to fulfill the requirements for 

practical packages [4]. 

Field-effect transistor (FET) sensors 

For detecting diverse risky chemicals and environmental pollutants, FET-based sensors are 

rising as a powerful sensing platform, attributing to their superb overall performance, i.e., 

ultrahigh sensitivity, smooth operation, and near real-time response in comparison with 

conventional strategies (e.g., chromatography, mass spectrometry). Usually, an FET device 

includes source, drain, and gate terminals, a gate insulator layer, and a semiconducting channel 

for the sensing [9]. Most FETs even have a fourth terminal called the body, base, bulk, or 

substrate, which serves to bias the transistor into operation. The platform works with the aid of 

monitoring the conductivity distinction among the drain and source terminals, that's managed 

by an electric powered area inside the tool. The electric subject is generated through the voltage 

difference among the frame and the gate of the device, and it varies consequently when the 

sensor is exposed to special concentrations of goal answers [5]. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this overview article, representative potentiometric, voltammetric and FET sensors for 

detecting nutrients had been brought. As compared with conventional sensing strategies, which 

can be timeconsuming, high-priced, and need specifically skilled employees to operate, hobby 

in electronic sensors is growing due to their outstanding performance, i.e., excessive sensitivity, 

smooth operation, speedy response, miniaturized length, and coffee manufacturing price, 

making them an exciting sensing platform. With novel sensing elements or systems (e.g., 

composite membranes, nanomaterials, enzymes), some of the sensors show correct LOD and 

selectivity with a fast reaction feature; but, maximum of the sensors still be afflicted by 

limitations together with interference from other ions, low selectivity, unstable overall 

performance, and poor reproducibility. Despite the fact that amazing development has been 

made to deal with those limitations, splendid paintings remains wished for actual programs and 

commercialization of electronic sensors. 

For potentiometric sensors, primary issues for their actual applications are selectivity and 

interference from different ions. For ion-selective electrodes, various chemicals were used as 

a modifier to extract target ions into the membrane matrix, and consequently the quantification 

test. But, since the selectivity depends on the ISE, ions with similar structures and residences 

may additionally lead to challenges with selective detection. Also, the diffusion of ions may be 

impacted by other ions or chemicals in water, which leads to low sensitivity and volatile alerts. 

Due to the challenges in real applications, commercial ion-selective electrodes aren't available 

for lots ions, e.g., phosphate ions. For voltammetric sensors, the electrode material specially 
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determines the sensing performance. For real applications, selectivity and sturdiness are its two 

major boundaries. Seeing that many ions and chemicals coexist inside the water gadget, a 

number of them can also be oxidized at a comparable potential during the sensing; 

consequently, the selectivity of the sensor might be prompted, main to massive uncertainties in 

ion detection. Another issue for the electrode cloth is terrible sturdiness, which decreases the 

sensitivity of the sensor after use for a period of time. Conventional steel-based totally 

electrodes have bad efficiency; consequently, new electrode materials with high catalytic 

activity, excessive balance, and low-price are desired. The combination of nanomaterials with 

a high powerful floor vicinity and high conductivity better the mass shipping, stepped forward 

electrocatalysis, and enabled touchy detection with a lower detection limit. The utility of 

enzyme into the system also stepped forward the selectivity, however enzymes suffer from 

terrible balance and high value. 

The FET-based totally sensors provide a fast response because of the intrinsic high service 

mobility of the semiconducting channel fabric inside the tool. The sensing overall performance 

of FET-based sensors is stimulated through the sensing channel fabric and the particular probes 

functionalized on the channel. Selectivity of the ISFET sensors may be improved with the use 

of various selective membranes from traditional ISEs, which could selectively stumble on goal 

ion sports. But, the utility is restrained through the stability of the membrane in an aqueous 

environment, and some membranes need to get replaced each month, or maybe faster. 

Incorporating nanomaterial into the fet senor notably stepped forward the sensing performance, 

mainly the sensitivity. The rGO/ferritin FET sensor validated a singular design for detecting 

water contaminants through the FET platform the use of semiconducting second nanomaterial 

and particular ion adsorption dealers. The selective, touchy, and stable detection overall 

performance suggests a promising future for the FET sensing platform for detecting infection 

activities in-situ. 

To apply nanomaterial-based digital sensors for the on-web site detection of actual water 

samples, the interference from chemical and biological species is a key project, as it 

significantly disturbs the sensing reaction and for this reason degrades the sensor sensitivity 

and selectivity. A few methods were proposed and developed to deal with this trouble, together 

with sample pre-treatment, the use/development of precise molecular recognition probes (e.g., 

small natural molecules, proteins, DNA), and integration with microfluidic cells. Similarly to 

the interference difficulty, reliability, lengthy-term stability, uniformity in the huge-scale 

manufacture, degradation, and false fantastic all constitute tremendous challenges for the 

commercialization of nanomaterial-based electronic sensors. One future direction to address 

the uniformity difficulty is to apply printing generation for sensor fabrication. Furthermore, 

research is wanted to construct a complete calibration model that considers the sensing overall 

performance as well as the fabrication uniformity, the intrinsic electronic assets of the sensing 

platform, the ambient surroundings, and interference from other water components. 

Each the detection and the elimination/restoration of nutrients from water/wastewater are 

essential. To do away with nitrates from water, many denitrification techniques were used, e.g., 

chemical/biological denitrification, reverse osmosis, Nano filtration, ion alternate, electro 

dialysis, and electrocatalytic discount. For the elimination of phosphates, common strategies 

include the chemical precipitation method, the electrocoagulation method, and the 

physiochemical technique. For the future improvement of nutrient sensors, it's far especially 

applicable to layout and develop gadgets which can simultaneously discover and take away the 

nutrients from aqueous media or wastewater. Some other path is to evolve and integrate the 

sensor into the prevailing water remedy system and the nutrient restoration machine, presenting 
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real-time attention records to help beautify the efficiency and decrease the cost of the healing 

system. 
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